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“If you want to be a writer, you must do two 

things above all others: read a lot and write 

a lot. There’s no way around these two 

things that I’m aware of, no shortcut.” 
― Stephen King 
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From Our Desk 

Hello, 

As we stride into 2020, we need to remember 

that writer’s job is a lonely one and will 

always be so. That is the precise reason why 

writer’s support groups are always 

encouraged. It helps one gain a lot of insights 

and also have a shoulder to bank on when 

the ghosts of writer’s block threatens to 

haunt them. 

We launched a writer’s support group in 

October and have been fortunate to have 15 

members in it by now. It is a fun place where 

we share and care, ofcourse we laugh a lot 

too! 

May 2020 bring in more writerly good news 

for all of you. Sending loads of magical 

wishes your way! 

Needless to add, our next issue will be in 

March. If you are an author or book-lover 

who would like to write for us or want us to 

feature/review your book do feel free to 

write to us. (Ofcourse! We pay for all the write-

ups.) 

As always we would love to hear from you, 

share your thoughts, ideas, opinions and 

feedback with us at 

keemiyacreatives@gmail.com.  

Regards, 

Team KC 

With us, give wings to your words! 

Whatsapp (messages only) +91 9820434180 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:keemiyacreatives@gmail.com
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Book of the Month  

The Lady in the Mirror by Charu Vashishtha 

About the book 

Do you know what you really are? Or has life not 

tested you yet! 

8 stories 

8 situations 

8 emotions 

Lata is quintessential Indian housewife. 

How come her blissful life got disturbed by 

all but a gentle sermon? The handsome 

Piyush had the world at his feet and yet his 

world was empty! Meera, an IAS officer, was 

living her dream but why wasn’t she happy? 

Centuries ago, Ila the Playwright, found 

happiness in pursuing her passion but why 

was this a bane to many? What happens 

when your subconscious tries to pass on a 

message? 

Hurt and pain helped Madhav become a 

millionaire. How would be come to terms 

when he realizes that it was not him that was 

wronged but it was he who was wrong. 

Meera is a budding comedian, but a great 

tragedy befalls her. Would she be able to 

hold her own in adverse circumstances? 

Kapil found liberation in his quest for 

knowledge, but would his daughter follow 

his lead ? 

 

Explore Greed (via Manifestation of God), 

Unspoken words (via The Last Confession), 

Internal Conflict (via The Lost Meera), Self-

Belief (via The Mysterious Playwright), 

Subconscious-self (via Three of Him), Love 

(via Madhav and Meera), Jealousy (via The 

Comic’s Tragedy) and Freedom (via Life goes in 

a circle). 

 

 About the Author 
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“An architect by education, software engineer by 

profession and a writer by choice.” Charu is an 

IIT graduate and an award-winning blogger. 

She is based out of Gurgaon. 

Facebook | Quora | LinkedIn | Twitter | 

Instagram 

 

Team KC thinks 

With an intriguing cover and an exciting 

blurb, author Charu's debut looks extremely 

promising. This anthology compromises of 

eight short stories revolving around 

different emotions of life. They aptly display 

the changing faces of relationships and 

highlight their fragile nature to the reader. 

Life is extremely uncertain and it is this 

uncertainty that adds a bit of mystery to our 

existence. But what if we try revealing that 

mystery to ourselves and in that process 

unlock hell? These stories are witness to such 

attempts of people where they try to control 

life, know it and triumph it. That is when life 

turns around and gives out a nasty bite. 

 

The characters are extremely relatable to the 

extent they could be one of us. It is 

interesting to note how the author has given 

each character a unique trait. These eight 

https://m.facebook.com/charu.vashishtha.7
https://www.quora.com/profile/Charu-Vashishtha-Gulati
https://in.linkedin.com/in/charu-vashishtha-gulati-79baba1b
https://mobile.twitter.com/charuji?lang=en
http://www.instagram.com/writercharuji
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stories are like the solfege which come 

together to form a brilliant symphony in the 

form of this book. 

The language is extremely lucid and easy to 

read. The stories and their titles are 

compelling. They make you want to know 

the story hidden behind them. At the same 

time, they also have the power to make you 

pause and think. Interestingly, the author 

creates a powerful imagery with her 

narrative, one that stays with the reader and 

encouraging them to ponder about life at 

large. 

Certain debuts have the power to make you 

notice the author and look forward to their 

next work - it is one of those debuts where 

you want to read more of Charu's works. 

Strongly recommended for its simple yet 

effective storytelling and the power to 

connect with readers across age groups. 

Our rating 

 

 

Grab your copy now from 
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Author of the Month  

Michaelbrent Collings 

Today we have in conversation with us a 

very interesting author. From winning 

awards to earning the title of 'Bestseller', he 

has done it all. Interestingly he also writes 

across two very contrasting genres and that 

too effortlessly. The success of his book is a 

proof enough for the love he garners 

amongst book lovers. He is none other than, 

Michaelbrent Collings. 

 

 

Source 

To give you a brief introduction about him 

before we start the interview-  Michaelbrent 

Collings is an American horror novelist. He 

wrote the screenplays for two horror films: 

Barricade (2012) and Darkroom (2013). He 

has self-published many novels, with two of 

his novels being finalists for the Bram Stoker 

Award in 2016, and two being finalists for 

the Whitney Awards in 2014 and 2017. 

(Source) 

 

Know more about him: Facebook | Twitter 

| Website 

 

 

1. At the onset I would like to thank you for 

sparing some of your precious time for this 

interview. Moving on with the interview, 

can you share a bit about your writing 

process? How do you conceptualize a book? 

 

My writing process is pretty much as 

follows: 

1) Wake up. 

2) Sit in chair. 

3) Turn on computer. 

4) Refuse to leave until I have written words. 

Hopefully some of them are good. 

5) Eat, sleep, repeat. 

It sounds pretty basic, and it really is. I write 

quite a bit (usually four or so novels a year, 

plus short stories and screenplays) and I 

often get asked how I do that. The answer is 

just time. I work hard, and I stay at my seat 

when I want to leave. Doing those and 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1820327466/fantastic-worlds-a-fantasy-anthology-ft-christie-g
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michaelbrent_Collings
http://facebook.com/MichaelbrentCollings
http://www.twitter.com/@mbcollings
http://writteninsomnia.com/
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-K3r70pEtYNY/XgBx36f8leI/AAAAAAAANto/udyK3guGVv0JMXvmPy8UsLpo_VFZaNHFACLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/ff3221023b94bf2520cd9c780f256f8d_original.jpg
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applying fingers to keys will result in words. 

Simple as that. 

 

 

Source 

 

2. How important is research according to 

you for a book? 

 

Pretty important. I don't write medical 

thrillers or something like that, so I don't 

spend weeks embedded with surgical teams 

or watching special forces train or anything 

on that level, but I do want to get things 

right. So if I'm writing about something 

outside my knowledge frame, I'll research it. 

If I'm writing about another religious belief, 

I'll talk to as many people who believe those 

things as possible. If I'm writing about a 

policeman, I'll ride along with police to see 

what their daily life is like. If I'm writing 

about a ghost, I research stories and 

experiences of others. 

 

The bottom line is this: 

 

I don't have to be a world expert for most of 

my work. But I want to be respectful, and 

that means I want to get it right, and 

research is a part of that. 

 

3. You have majorly written horror novels 

including some bestsellers like The Loon, The 

Colony Saga, Apparition, Predators and 

Terminal. However interestingly there are 

some romance novels featuring in the list 

too. Written under your pen name 'Angelica 

Hart', these titles stand out from the rest of 

your books. How was the experience writing 

a romance novel? Do you we see you 

experimenting with genres in future too? If 

yes, which ones do you wish to try your hand 

at. 

 

I have enjoyed EVERY genre I've written in. 

I find romance and horror (oddly) to be 

extremely close, as far as they are both about 

people who suffer extreme difficulties, and 

often rise above them to become better 

people and better TO other people. I love 

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2013/10/06/1244448/-young-people-s-pavilion-author-hopes-someday-to-develop-superpowers-and-maybe-get-a-cool-robot-arm
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-D3SY3i1Igc0/XgBwbBdb3EI/AAAAAAAANtY/CURyVP4tiBUw7hAGGqeiWDXc0-rXNoTjgCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/10560_214646002031443_650523458_n.jpg
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fantasy and science fiction because they 

allow my imagination to run wild and create 

new worlds. I love thrillers and mystery for 

the escape of it and the mental challenge of 

trying to keep one step ahead of my readers. 

 

I'm best known for horror, but I've never 

thought of myself as a "horror writer." I'm 

just a guy who tells stories, and am lucky 

enough that readers have followed me 

where I meander. 

 

4. It is said ,‘Don’t judge a book by its cover!’ 

but almost all the covers of your books have 

a very important role to play on a reader’s 

mind for they set the tone and create an 

impact at the first glance itself. Do you think 

one should judge a book by the cover?  

 

Yes. Sort of. Sometimes. 

 

A lot of authors lament that people do judge 

books by covers. For a traditionally 

published author, I actually am less likely to 

judge a book by its cover, because the reality 

is that the author could write the best book 

in the world, and if the publishing company 

does a poor job with the cover then it 

probably won't sell - and that is not the 

writer's fault. 

 

For indie authors (like me), I definitely look 

at the cover. Because the independent author 

has total control of that aspect of the book, 

and if they don't care enough to either create 

or commission someone else to create a 

stunning book that fits the market, then it's a 

good indicator they are not writing at a level 

that will make me want to read their work.  

 

Do we judge a book by its cover? Yes. And is 

it superficial of us to do so? Sure - if that 

means we only read or look at pretty things. 

But a cover also tells us something about the 

work that's gone into the book, and THAT 

definitely matters. 
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Source 

 

5. How does it feel being a bestseller, a 

multiple Bram Stoker awards finalist and a 

top horror writer? How has your journey as 

a writer been so far? When you started, did 

you have all of these as your goals? 

 

When I started, I had NONE of those as my 

goals. And they still aren't, really. They are 

all wonderful, and I am so grateful for them. 

But really, my main goals are 1) to tell good 

stories and 2) to use them to pay for my 

family. I am eternally grateful that I can pay 

for food and shelter for my loved ones by 

telling stories. It's a great job, and knowing 

that peers think I'm good enough to get an 

award is a really nice feeling. But nicer by far 

is sitting down to dinner and knowing I had 

a hand in providing the things that are most 

needed to those I most love. 

 

6. What/Who is your inspiration to write? 

 

My inspirations are my fans and family. 

 

Every single thing I write, I try to think about 

what my fans will enjoy, and what will make 

my family proud. Someone once told me 

how lucky I was because I worked for myself 

and "didn't have a boss breathing down my 

neck." I responded that I didn't have one 

boss... I had tens of thousands of them! 

 

I think everyone who buys my books has 

given me a great gift, of time and of thought. 

So I think of them as I write, and join that 

thought to "what can I do that will leave my 

family, my friends, and my world a better 

place?" Hopefully it turns out well. And that 

is my inspiration. 

 

7. Have you ever experienced a writer’s 

block? If yes, how did you cope with it? 

 

I never have. There are definitely harder 

days, where my job is much harder and less 

https://www.thecreativepenn.com/2016/04/04/write-faster-michaelbrent-collings/
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-E-41DD7sBM8/XgBxS9MXhaI/AAAAAAAANtg/7BONlxfYB9AsvUOnU52xnXk306QghTASQCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/Screen-Shot-2015-05-19-at-3.14.46-pm-237x300.jpg
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fun than I would like. But the truth is that I 

am a writer. I do this full time, and it is my 

job. I don't know of any job that looks kindly 

on a worker saying, "No. I won't write today. 

I'm just not feeling it." I think writing is the 

same. Lots of writers have "writer's block," 

but I think that most of them aren't really 

blocked. They're just so worried that what 

they're doing isn't GOOD enough that they 

put the pen down rather than risk making a 

mistake. I get that urge, too, and I try to 

remind myself that ANY words I make 

happen will be better than a blank page at the 

end of the day. It always works. 

 

8. What message do you want the readers to 

take away from your books?  

 

That's different for each one. I try to write 

books that are, first and foremost, a fun or 

exciting or romantic or scary trip that lets 

them step out of their lives for a bit. The story 

should transport the reader, and give them a 

break from reality. But I also try to embed 

messages in the stories that will leave people 

a bit better for having read them. Sometimes 

the messages are about true love conquering 

(as in the romances). Sometimes they are 

cautionary tales that remind people that no 

good end comes of evil. Sometimes they are 

to alert people of problems in our world. My 

most recent novel, SCAVENGER HUNT, 

had a lot to say about human trafficking, and 

I hope that people who read it came away 

changed for the better. 

 

 

Source 

9. Any tips for aspiring writers of horror and 

otherwise. 

 

WRITE! 

 

A lot of people - new writers and old - get so 

bogged down in marketing and publicity 

and making a website or growing a social 

media following that they forget what 

matters most at the end of the day. A writer 

who doesn't write isn't really a writer. A 

storyteller with few stories to tell will not 

keep that job very long. 

 

http://writteninsomnia.com/
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-jmBS84Itf2U/XgBzgLjlA9I/AAAAAAAANt0/nTYVvGDahpMlNlwEdC2LI8hV6dQ-CgsIACLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/Untitled.jpg
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We are writers. And writers, since they are 

so defined, must always write, write, 

WRITE! 

 

10. Any message for your readers 

 

The message I always want to convey to my 

readers is a profound thanks. I could not do 

what I do without them, and I appreciate that 

they have let me have this wonderful, 

frustrating, magical, banal, hopeful, 

terrifying, beautiful, miraculous career. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-3kKIKgYUzGs/XgBz-LPgehI/AAAAAAAANt8/X7zCwR60cb8wIZbLbHUglnYho0S5M-vLQCLcBGAsYHQ/s1600/abstract-3166168__340.png
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“Write the kind of story you would like to 

read. People will give you all sorts of advice 

about writing, but if you are not writing 

something you like, no one else will like it 

either.”  ― Meg Cabot  
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The Discussion Window 

 

Question: As a debut author I am stuck and 

not sure how to point this out simply! 

I have content written from 2008 till recent 

times. Things have changed because the 

world has changed. My content needs to be 

restructured, pruned, and the chronology 

also needs to be shifted. 

Second point about the brief idea behind my 

writing is very sorted finally and I am ok 

there. However this means I first sort out the 

above mentioned point, come to a sorted 

stage, re fashion my content, prune it , fill in 

the gaps, and so on...it’s beginning to feel like 

a lot has to be done, and I do not feel like 

doing this alone ! - Naimesh 

 

 

 

Dear Naimesh, 

Appreciate your honesty and understand 

your confusion. 

At such stages, what you need is a mentor or 

more of a writing guide. Someone who will 

work with you at your pace and guide you 

on what needs to done regarding  your 

manuscript. 

It is advisable you list down what is the core 

idea behind this manuscript and also what is 

the kind of help you are looking at from your 

mentor. This helps in deciding whether that 

mentor is the right choice for this particular 

project. Your requirements need to match the 

mentor's offerings to a large extent. 

Many times, authors take years to complete 

one manuscript. It is an acceptable form of 

practice however, as you rightly mentioned, 

there is always a risk that a lot of it might 

have become redundant or outdated. It 

needs to be carefully weeded out and the 

relevant material needs to be sharpened to 
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an extent that is becomes presentable for a 

reader. 

 

While working on a manuscript for years, 

one also needs to consider the change in the 

language that is prevalent in the literary 

circles. Apart from the inconsequential 

scenes and narrative, there might be some 

changes that will be needed in the language 

to make it up to date. With the on surge of 

Social Media, there might be some 

technicalities which might need to be added 

if the story is based in current times. If it is 

nonfiction, then the changes only need to be 

limited to the core message conveyed apart 

from language as the world today is far more 

ahead and progressive compared to say a 

decade ago. 

While choosing to work with a mentor or a 

writing guide, chose someone whose 

ultimate goal  matches yours. It is important 

you both are on the same page when it comes 

to deciding what is the final shape this book 

will take.  The overall theme and message of 

the story should be pre-decided and the 

narrative should complement it to make it a 

thoroughly engaging read. 

 

Also, one need not be an editor or a beta 

reader for your book to be completed 

because the current goal should be 

completion of the manuscript. Editing, beta 

reading and other such aspects can always be 

looked into later on, when one has the first 

draft ready on hand. 

And most importantly remember, the 

writing plan adopted has to be unique to 

match your requirements and your pace as a 

writer. There is no one plan that fits all 

aspiring writers. 
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To know more about our mentorship 

programs and avail a free consultation, do 

drop in an email to us.  

 About the Writer: 

Fatema handles the marketing team at 

Keemiya Creatives. When not working on 

books, she devours them like donuts and 

cupcakes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/contact/
https://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/contact/
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Bookish Adda 

The Merman and the Book of Power - A Qissa told by 

Musharraf Ali Farooqi 

 

The Merman and the Book of Power brings 

into the English the classical qissa genre, a 

fabulist storytelling form common to the oral 

and written literatures of Urdu, Persian and 

Arabic. 

Written by none other than the prolific 

author Musharraf Ali Farooqi, this book is a 

must read. For those who don't know, he is 

the author of Between Clay and Dust 

(finalist, Man Asia Literary Prize 2012), The 

Story of a Widow (finalist, DSC Prize for 

South Asian Literature, 2008; longlisted for 

IMPAC/Dublin Literary Prize) and other 

novels. He is the translator, among other 

works, of the epic, The Adventures of Amir 
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Hamza (Modern Library Classic) and 

Hoshruba. 

Farooqi is the editor of the Online Urdu 

Thesaurus and founder of the Storykit 

Program. He is a Harvard University Fellow. 

 

Sharing an excerpt with you from this book 

(With due permission from the publishers - Aleph 

Books) 

 

Chapter 38 

The Abbasids were the first power in a 

millennium to come in contact with the Book 

of Power. Like the Byzantines, who believed 

its possession would perpetuate their 

empire's power, Qazwini learned that the 

Abbasids, too, were informed of such glory. 

Through a dream in which events from 

private and familiar history known to Caliph 

Motasem were recounted to him, the Book of 

Power acknowledged the caliph as its new 

master, gave him encouragement, and 

informed him about his enemies' 

conspiracies. What was strange was that the 

Book of Power had taken a human form in the 

caliph's dream. It had appeared to Motasem 

in the guise of Caliph Mamum. 

You can read further by grabbing your own 

copy NOW! 

 

 

 

About the reviewer:  

Sohail handles the social media division at 

Keemiya Creatives. A literary enthusiast he 

loves talking to authors apart from reading 

their works.  

 

http://www.alephbookcompany.com/
http://www.alephbookcompany.com/
https://www.amazon.in/Merman-Book-Power-Qissa/dp/9388292936/ref=sr_1_fkmr1_1?keywords=The+Merman+and+the+Book+of+Power+-+A+Qissa+told+by+Musharraf+Ali+Farooqi&qid=1570691636&sr=8-1-fkmr1
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Recommended Reads- I 

Top 5 Kindle Debuts 

 

2019 has been a great year with so many 

wonderful titles that came out and went on 

to win some of the most prestigious literary 

awards.  

 

 

 

 

So, here's a list of the top 5 recommended 

reads by authors who made their debut this 

year on Kindle and left a mark on the 

reader's mind. Team KC thinks they must be 

on your list. 

What did Tashi do by Anangsha Alamyyan 

https://www.amazon.in/What-did-Tashi-spine-chilling-cybercrime/dp/1645874257/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1577694300&sr=8-1
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Tashi Chotten is a woman from Arunachal 

Pradesh working and living a normal life in 

New Delhi. Her world turns upside down 

one night when she receives an anonymous 

email with a compromising picture of herself 

attached – one she had shared with her ex-

boyfriend four years back. In a fast-paced, 

mind-numbing tale of misplaced trust and 

poor data security, blackmail and friendship, 

lust and a love that had gone cold years back, 

will Tashi be able to regain control over her 

life and win the fight against the man who 

seems to be one step ahead of her, no matter 

which direction she chooses to go? 

  

  

  

Your destination has arrived by Barry 

Cheema 

Is it 

possible for the modern man to be happy, 

not virtually but in reality? 

https://www.amazon.in/Your-Destination-Has-Arrived-Unbelievable/dp/1684666791/ref=sr_1_2?crid=2WBI1FSM68WWQ&keywords=your+destination+has+arrived&qid=1577694826&sprefix=your+des%2Caps%2C283&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.in/Your-Destination-Has-Arrived-Unbelievable/dp/1684666791/ref=sr_1_2?crid=2WBI1FSM68WWQ&keywords=your+destination+has+arrived&qid=1577694826&sprefix=your+des%2Caps%2C283&sr=8-2
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Why is it that despite the tones of 

philosophies, motivational speeches and 

age-old meditation techniques, inner-peace 

and contentment seem to be unrealistic and 

impossible? 

Bruno, a K9 (police dog), gets a human life as 

a reward for his phenomenal act of bravery. 

He can stay in this human body forever, 

provided he fulfils a condition in the given 

time. But while doing so, he has to deal with 

the subconscious mind of this human body, 

which happens to be that of a terrorist! 

A tale of hope, search and longing. An 

unbelievable story that you would love to 

believe. 

Who Killed the Kaneez? by Vijay Kakwani 

'Who Killed the Kaneez' is a story , within a 

story. 

It's set in times of the Zamindari. 

Farzana is a prostitute at Begum's kotha and 

Ramakant Bannerjee, the writer, loves her 

deeply. He's promised to marry her once he 

has enough money. He hopes to make it big, 

with his new ambitious novel, the story of 

Kaneez. 

As the story of Kaneez unfolds, so does the 

intriguing life of Farzana. 

https://www.amazon.in/Who-Killed-Kaneez-Vijay-Kakwani-ebook/dp/B08249WHMS/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_sims?ie=UTF8
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What fate does Farzana meet? Does 

Ramakant make it big as he'd hoped? 

Read this engaging tale to find out. 

** Kaneez - Slave girl 

Rose's Bent Stem by Nomita Khanna 

  

A suspense thriller inspired by true events. 

Tana, a diligent, young nurse with a troubled 

childhood, can’t believe her luck when she 

finds Vikram, a rich widower who says she 

is the ‘love of his life’. 

The strong attraction quickly turns into 

something else, unraveling her life. 

Nightmares that wrecked her childhood are 

back—and ripping her world apart. Evil has 

already claimed victims. Is it about to take 

another? 

As the four walls of her majestic Lutyens 

bungalow begin to close in on her, she spirals 

down into a dungeon. In this twisted world 

with betrayal at every step, she decides not 

to stay miserable and becomes the person 

she never thought she could be. The path to 

escape is swarming with grisly ambushes 

and ... intrigue. 

No one really knows what happens behind 

closed doors or what goes inside a person’s 

mind. How far will someone go to protect 

their secrets or to get what they want? 

Farther than anyone can imagine. PEOPLE 

ARE UNKNOWABLE. 

Done with Her by Chirasree Bose 

https://www.amazon.in/ROSÉS-BENT-STEM-Tangled-thriller-ebook/dp/B07YKRMT3W/ref=pd_sim_351_10?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B07YKRMT3W&pd_rd_r=7eb7a544-9a36-4106-a2c8-beaa8a694497&pd_rd_w=Tg6s0&pd_rd_wg=G2Jjd&pf_rd_p=64901ac7-e7c5-4bfc-9580-c94746a1fc53&pf_rd_r=RB99JP8B2Z3JR520RFTQ&psc=1&refRID=RB99JP8B2Z3JR520RFTQ
https://www.amazon.in/Done-Her-revelation-stabs-subconscious-ebook/dp/B07NDYGNTR/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_top?ie=UTF8
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A gripping tale of love, lust, obsession and 

murder. It’s a kick in the guts. Love that’s 

raw, lust that’s insane and obsession that’s 

frantically irresistible. Twists will keep you 

on the edge while the truth will stab at your 

Avesh Mathur, a techie stumbles upon the 

enchanting and sultry Spreeha at work. 

Every man in his office wants to have her. 

But he is struck with horror. She happens to 

resemble a girl from his past. The past that 

he’d do anything to keep under wraps. 

Spreeha lives next door to Avesh. She 

watches him furtively day and night even 

though she has a lover. He intrigues her, 

however, she’s not done with her lover. She 

wants them both because they remind her of 

someone. 

What tragedy awaits Avesh? Is the girl he’s 

madly falling for as beautiful on the inside as 

on the outside? Will he finally have to face 

the frightening truth that he’s been stashing 

for two years? 

How many have you read from this list? Any 

personal favourites that we might have 

missed out? Let us know in comments 

below! 
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Recommended Reads - II

 

2019 has been a great year with so many 

wonderful titles that came out and went on 

to win some of the most prestigious literary 

awards. So, here's a list of the top 5 

recommended reads in fiction released this 

year that Team KC thinks must be on your 

list. 

A Year of Wednesdays by Sonia Bahl 

 

https://www.amazon.in/Year-Wednesdays-Sonia-Bahl/dp/9388810651/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=Sonia+Bahl&qid=1576492814&s=books&sr=1-1
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A flight from New Delhi to new York. Two 

strangers, seat 7A and seat 7B, who have 

nothing in common. Absolutely nothing. 

Except they are both hoping the seat next to 

theirs remains empty. It doesn't. Mid-flight 

turbulence and infant incontinence forces 

them to interact—the cool wall Street guy 

and the mom-with-the-drool-stained-

sweater-and-ordinary-aspirations. Blistering 

wit, opposing views, and some unexpectedly 

poignant admissions keep them addictive 

engaged and hopelessly sleep deprived 

through the fifteen-hour journey. Touch 

down... And they leave the cabin without a 

backward glance, jumping right back into 

their dramatically different lives. Never to 

meet again. But somehow they continue to 

travel together—interlocked forever through 

an inexplicable connectedness. Can one 

meeting change everything forever? The 

Japanese have a term for it: ichi-go ichi-e. 

One time, one encounter, lasts a lifetime. 

Milk Teeth by Amrita Mahale 

Childhood allies Ira Kamat and Kartik Kini 

meet on the terrace of their building in 

Matunga, Mumbai. A meeting is in progress 

to decide the fate of the establishment and its 

residents. And the zeitgeist of the 1990s 

appears to have touched everyone and 

everything around them. 

Ira is now a journalist on the civic beat, 

unearthing stories of corruption and 

indolence, and trying to push back memories 

of a lost love. Kartik works a corporate job 

with an MNC, and leads a secret, agonising, 

exhilarating second life. Between and 

https://www.amazon.in/Milk-Teeth-Amrita-Mahale/dp/9387894320/ref=pd_sbs_14_5/262-7243322-5450966?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=9387894320&pd_rd_r=8deafd56-0962-4f65-ab32-350c2b9250fa&pd_rd_w=gn3w4&pd_rd_wg=hF9aC&pf_rd_p=fbf43daf-8fb3-47b5-9deb-ae9cce3969a9&pf_rd_r=2R2GXFFDPTQ1KTV5N29R&psc=1&refRID=2R2GXFFDPTQ1KTV5N29R
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around them throbs the living, beating heart 

of Mumbai, city of heaving inequities and 

limitless dreams. 

Milk Teeth is subtle, incisive, 

unputdownable. 

The Far Field by Madhuri Vijay 

 

Winner of the JCB Prize for Literature 2019. 

Shortlisted for the DSC Prize for South Asian 

Literature 2019. Shortlisted for the Tata 

Literature Live! First Book Award (Fiction) 

2019. In the wake of her mother's death, 

Shalini, a privileged, naive and restless 

young woman from Bangalore, sets out for a 

remote village in Kashmir. 

Certain that the loss of her mother is 

somehow connected to the decade-old 

disappearance of Bashir Ahmed, a charming 

Kashmiri salesman who frequented her 

childhood home, she is determined to track 

him down. But as soon as Shalini arrives, she 

is confronted with the region's politics, as 

well as the tangled history of the local family 

that takes her in. As life in the village turns 

volatile and old hatreds threaten to erupt 

into violence, Shalini finds herself forced to 

make a series of choices that could have 

dangerous repercussions for the people she 

has come to love. With rare acumen and 

evocative prose, in The Far Field Madhuri 

Vijay gives a potent critique of Indian 

politics and class prejudice through the lens 

of a guileless outsider, while also offering up 

a profound meditation on grief, guilt and the 

limits of compassion. 

A Patchwork Family by Mukta Sathe 

https://www.amazon.in/Far-Field-Madhuri-Vijay/dp/9353570956/ref=pd_sbs_14_img_0/262-7243322-5450966?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=9353570956&pd_rd_r=4e9ba5e0-90b9-4337-86b4-e0d04088c9b8&pd_rd_w=WHULy&pd_rd_wg=uFeFy&pf_rd_p=21bbdc4d-873b-48c5-a88a-70e643377944&pf_rd_r=CW2388TQ55TGRHE6K5ND&psc=1&refRID=CW2388TQ55TGRHE6K5ND
https://www.amazon.in/Patchwork-Family-Mukta-Sathe/dp/9388070232/ref=pd_sbs_14_7?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=9388070232&pd_rd_r=66b38044-0ce4-41ee-8d5a-a9e19d40f318&pd_rd_w=XuGZs&pd_rd_wg=xdbPS&pf_rd_p=fbf43daf-8fb3-47b5-9deb-ae9cce3969a9&pf_rd_r=Z0DY8G0Q14T6HV26ZFDH&psc=1&refRID=Z0DY8G0Q14T6HV26ZFDH
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‘In Mukta Sathe we have a new voice that 

displays a deep understanding of both the 

old and the young, of their complex 

relationships, and of how crime and 

punishment play out under our flawed 

judicial system. A Patchwork Family is a 

novel that I found difficult to put down.’ —

Shanta Gokhale, author, columnist and 

translator Young and idealistic, Janaki is 

eager to serve the cause of justice as a lawyer. 

Her only confidant is Ajoba, an elderly friend 

of her grandfather’s, who supported her 

throughout her childhood. They are 

unrelated by blood or marriage ties, but they 

have both lost their own families. So 

together, they struggle to create a family, 

patched together perhaps, but stronger for it. 

As this gripping novel unfolds, the two 

characters in turn tell the traumatic story of 

how they came together: how Janaki being 

the eyewitness to a gruesome crime led to 

years of court cases and police 

investigations; the toll it took on the 

members of her immediate family; the ways 

in which Ajoba and Janaki each overcome 

their immediate prejudices to connect with 

each other; and the impact of the judicial 

system’s vagaries on each of their 

worldviews. Written in spare, unadorned 

and confident prose, A Patchwork Family is 

a debut novel of unusual wisdom and 

maturity 

My Father's Garden by Hansda Sowendra 

Shekhar 

https://www.amazon.in/Fathers-Garden-Hansda-Sowvendra-Shekhar/dp/9388326229
https://www.amazon.in/Fathers-Garden-Hansda-Sowvendra-Shekhar/dp/9388326229
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"Spanning half a life, My Father’s Garden 

tells the story of a young doctor—the 

unnamed narrator—as he negotiates love 

and sexuality, his need for companionship, 

and the burdens of memory and familial 

expectation. The opening section, ‘Lover’, 

finds him studying medicine in Jamshedpur. 

At college, he discovers an all-consuming 

passion for Samir, a junior, who possesses 

his body, mind and heart. Yet, on their last 

morning together, when he asks Samir to 

kiss him goodbye, his lover tells him, ‘A kiss 

is only for someone special.’ 

In ‘Friend’, the young doctor, escaping 

heartbreak, finds relief in Pakur where he 

strikes up an unusual friendship with Bada 

Babu, the head clerk of the hospital where he 

is posted. In Bada Babu’s house, they indulge 

a shared love for drink, delicious food and 

convivial company. But when government 

bulldozers arrive to tear down the 

neighbourhood, and Bada Babu’s house, the 

young doctor uncovers a sordid tale of 

apathy and exploitation—and a side to his 

new friend that leaves him disillusioned. 

And in ‘Father’, unable, ultimately, to flee 

the pain, the young doctor takes refuge in his 

parents’ home in Ghatsila. 

As he heals, he reflects on his father—once a 

vital man who had phenomenal success at 

work and in Adivasi politics, then an equally 

precipitous downfall—and wonders if his 

obsessive gardening has anything to do with 

the choices his son has made. Written with 

deep empathy and searing emotional 

intensity, and in the clear, unaffected prose 

that is the hallmark of Hansda Sowvendra 
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Shekhar’s style, My Father’s Garden marks a 

major talent of Indian fiction writing at the 

top of his form." 

How many have you read from this list? 

Any personal favourites that we might have 

missed out? Let us know in comments 

below! 
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Confessions of a Editor 

 

Did you know, the acceptance of your 

submission, also depends on your pitch. It 

plays an important role as it acts like a 

covering letter for your manuscript. 

A letter or email sent to an editor or agent 

which details an idea for a magazine, 

newspaper, book or other publication, along 

with an attempt to sell this particular idea, 

along with yourself as the potential writer. 

No difference from a query letter, although 

query is used mostly for magazine articles, 

whereas "pitches" often refer to book 

proposals, too. (Source) 

 

What you tell and what you decide to not tell 

is of utmost importance. It is like a covering 

letter for a job application where you have 

barely two minutes to grab the attention of 

the agent or the publisher and seek their 

interest in your manuscript. It has to be 

perfectly balanced and eye-catching with all 

https://www.thebalancesmb.com/pitch-letter-1360521
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the necessary details and yet not go 

overboard with it. 

You can start with a basic exercise of 

explaining your story in one line. Most of the 

script writers and pitch experts swear by this 

age-old technique. According to them if you 

cannot explain it in one line, there is no way 

you could have done it in the thousands of 

words that you claim to have used in your 

novel. 

We once had a query from an author whose 

stories were spectacular however he never 

got any response from the publishing 

houses. A tweak here and a tweak there, 

voila! He had his first acceptance and that 

too from a traditional publishing house. 

Today he is a proudly published author. 

 

Team KC helps you in writing the perfect 

pitches and helps you form the right strategy 

for your book marketing to ensure you grab 

attention of the publishing houses in one go! 

Write to us today. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/contact/
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Bookish Musings 

                                       

 

About the Book 

"Some people are very good at making new 

decisions, Armaan is one of them. Being a 

son of a celebrity industrialist, everything 

was at his doorstep. Still he wants to pursue 

his dreams for satisfaction and success. Indu, 

a common girl from Charanpur village is 

struggling to create her existence as a doctor 

in spite of her messed up life. Difficulties 

have engulfed her situation and being a girl 

from an under-privileged family, she herself 

needs to modify her decision to be the one 

outstanding. 

The story starts when they meet, when their 

world comes closer. What will happen? 

That’s what ""I Still Love You"" will portray." 

 

About the Author 

Joyita Basak is a final year student of B-Tech. 

She is the blogger behind 
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https://itsmycopyright.com

 

She is currently interning with ISRO and 

wishes to fulfil her dreams of visiting NASA 

one day. Fashion designer, influencer and 

blogger, she has maintained to follow her 

passion in between her study curriculum. 

She has her own painting gallery online. 

Painting is one her inspirations to stay 

elated. 

She has been a part of t2, Telegraph for last 

few years and contributes daily feedback for 

them. Apeejay and Oxford Bookstore, 

Kolkata has really been a major part of her 

life. Associated with ABSU and AKLF, she 

maintains to follow her dreams gracefully. 

Know more about Joyita Basak by visiting 

https://itsmycopyright.com. 

 

Team KC thinks 

Love has been the most written about topic 

till date. We have love stories and we have 

hate stories but the core of it all is love. 

Human relationships are complex and yet 

equally magical. They have a power to be 

unexplainable as they follow no logic. Many 

a times when someone listens to their heart 

and follows it, it is difficult to understand the 

right and wrong behind it. And at times, it is 

destiny that plays a cruel joke to redefine 

these very relationships. 

I still Love you is one such debut by author 

Joyita Basak where she talks about the 

complex human relationships and their 

nuances. The story is a refreshing break from 

the usual college romances one sees flooded 

in the market. This story for a change goes 

beyond the college romance and shows us 

the maturity with which two people handle 

what life decides to serve them in the name 

of love. 

https://itsmycopyright.com/
https://itsmycopyright.com/
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What do you when life leaves you with no 

choice? You accept what is handed to you 

and move on graciously. Though easier said 

than done, people who manage to do that 

can smile through their tears with grace and 

never let the bitterness of it all affect them. 

Rather this hit back is what becomes their 

biggest strength, helping them face the worst 

storms of life and still come out as a winner. 

I still love you is a story of two such 

individuals who met, fall in love and then 

fate takes over. To know what happens next 

you will have to read the book but this 

mature love story promises to leave you 

smiling. 

The biggest drawback of this book is the poor 

editing. A proper editing to this story could 

have added more stars to this already strong 

plot. There is a lot the author could have 

done with the characters and their 

background but instead chose to concentrate 

on their story solely to convey a strong 

message. A good story however ridden with 

editing lapses takes away the charm of 

enjoying the book. 

Having said the above, the fact remains that 

this book deserves to be read. It is a love 

story that can reinstate your belief in love 

and destiny. 
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Writing Tip of the Month 

If you were a participant of NaNoWriMo this 

year we have something exclusive for you. 

Just show us your NaNoWriMo Completion 

badge to avail flat 25% discount on our 

editing services and flat 50% on our beta-

reading services. What more, you can also 

opt for our Wordsmith program which is 

your ticket to getting published as we take 

your manuscript to a publisher! 

 

 

 

Team Keemiya has entered an exclusive tie 

up with a reputed publisher where all the 

manuscripts edited by us stand a chance to 

be considered directly for publication. We 

can also help you make your submission 

Pitch Perfect. 

Keemiya Creatives is proud to announce an 

exclusive tie-up with a reputed publishing 

house wherein all the writers who opt for our 

mentoring program will automatically be 

considered for publishing. Yes, you got it 

right! No submission, no long waits to hear a 

positive response, to rejection slips – only the 

eager wait to hold your book in your hands! 

If you are still wondering how, when and 

what to start with, then our Akira 

Mentorship Program is perfect for you. 

Where you just walk in with an idea and by 

the end of the program you have a book in 

your hand, ready for publication! 

Get in touch with us today! 

 

  

https://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/2018/04/16/monday-microscope-1/
https://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/2018/04/16/monday-microscope-1/
https://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/2019/11/06/wednesday-wisdom-pitch-perfect/
https://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/2019/07/15/monday-microscope-akira-mentorship-program/
https://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/2019/07/15/monday-microscope-akira-mentorship-program/
https://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/contact/
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Writer’s Gallery 

▪ Have an original fiction? Submit it to Oprah Mag’s Sunday Shorts section.  

 

▪ The incredible The Atavist Magazine is seeking pitches. The award-winning publication 

publishes one blockbuster nonfiction story each month – true narrative nonfiction stories 

that are character-driven and possess in-depth reporting and elegant writing.  

 

▪ Juggernaut 

 

If you need any help in fine-tuning your submissions before sending it to these 

contests, do feel free to get in touch! 

Curated by Sanya from our Manuscript Assessment Team 

 

 

http://email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwlkNuSgyAMhp-m3OmAh1UuuHC329dwENLKFsGBWMe339gymUkIIfnzGY3wiOlQa8zItgxpdFa19VfVdD2zqrGib3vm8nhPAIt2XmHagK3b5J3R6GI4PwjZCsFmZYxtJnE3vOMt55M0HXS6tdJUsjMANTvHjHqzDoIBBS9IRwzAvJoR13yph0t1I9v3vYxr0vOiH6WJC6UgICTULiwU0X2K8ZnJ65qLhkspKDZbQpeL7BAh3MHbIs8xYZGRViz22SEUe6QGhY-e6plTFRdSVIL0Vn3blaK89rfv32H44XK43iRvLg1fHlWZtymjNs9TDUtqTe51YHJ3D5kqHieZ9xOBGckvW3B4jBD05MF-mOEH8hsBHiuoAHv2QFrTJ0kgK05HMJpmI_UM6i_qELSPU_wHW12SgA
http://email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwlUF1vwyAM_DXlbREQyMcDD626_o0IiJOxEYjAdMp-_UgrWbJ0tu98ZzXCGtOh9piRlAxpcrOSbcdFP5BZiZkNciAuT0sC2LTzClMBshfjndXoYjgP2CgZI1-KUcNA9mYZJKXQddyOZrTzaO2yCNq35JSZdJkdBAsKnpCOGIB49YW450t7vfBHrU2v-s8FaDTqp8vY2LhVWJtY8KNk4hSnbGSctoxRQWnDGkGFuN_l7cFvn7er5BdBt5U3uZiM2v6cDCSpPbnngcktHnLdWE9Hr1E1NNW-leDwmCBo42F-e8V3OK_X8dhBBfjNHhAhvcEzgKFrRU-q2hwrZ1DfUYegfTTxH_JVeNk
file:///C:/Users/Barbie/Documents/KC/Formats/Ikigai%20material/Juggernaut.in
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Write to us to advertise/ promote your book in 

Ikigai. 
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That’s all for this month! We will back in April with some more 

exciting stuff.  Till then, keep reading, keep writing and for 

everything else Team KC is just a ping away. Stay tuned for 

further more updates for all that’s happening at our end. 

You can also follow us on: Twitter | Facebook Page | Instagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.twitter.com/keemiya_c
http://www.facebook.com/keemiyacreatives
http://www.instagram.com/keemiya_c
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